The PIX-200 is an all-in-one electronic time recorder and date stamp designed to meet the typical needs and special requirements of contemporary business. The PIX-200 includes a wide variety of standard features and offers a set of optional accessories with unique functions. The clock is great for use in applications from simple time and attendance tracking to more sophisticated computer communication and time synchronization.
**Electronic Time Recorder/Stamp**

**PIX-200**

**Features**

- Atomic/radio controlled clock
- Automatic Daylight Saving Time adjustment
- Large, easy to read, digital display
- Ribbon ink capacity gauge
- 4 digit password for security
- Battery backup retains memory and settings
- 31 selectable preset imprint formats: prints year (2 or 4 digit), month, day, date, hour (AM/PM or 0-23), minutes (regular, tenths, hundredths), seconds, 8-digit number and comments
- 13 selectable comments (RCVD, SENT etc.) in 6 languages (Eng, Spa, Ger, Ita, Fre, Por)
- Customized comment imprint (up to 3 lines)
- Consecutive numbering with automatic reset function
- Slide lever print position adjustment
- Top mount button for manual printing

**Optional Features:**

- Full power reserve (72 hours or 400 punches)
- External signal device, up to 20 weekly programs
- Ethernet LAN synchronization to NTP server
- USB communication for programming via software interface

**Key Benefits:**

- Illuminated print window improves efficiency on time card stamping
- Password prevents tampering with settings and reduces time card fraud
- Locking enclosure with two metal keys prevents unauthorized access
- Accurate, real time clock synchronization with atomic time functionality
- Easy-to-replace ribbon cartridge saves time
- Wall or desk mount provides for flexible operation

**Specifications**

- **Printing:** Dot matrix printing
- **Power Consumption:** 100/120/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz
- **Ambient Temperature:** 14°F ~ 113°F (-10°C ~ 45°C)
- **Humidity:** 10% ~ 90% (no condensation)
- **Dimensions:** 6.4" H x 6.3" W x 6.7" D (163 H mm x 159 W mm x 171 D mm)
- **Weight:** 4.85 lbs. (2.2 kg) (not including optional battery, AC adapter)
- **Memory Retention:** Clock and programming data kept for 3 years without AC power

Specifications are approximate and are subject to change without notice.
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